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Virtual Drive:
Document Manager
The Requirement
Searches the content of client’s
documents.
Improvement of user experience, reducing
the time spent searching their scans.
High availability of the solution.

Why Virtual Drive?
Virtual Drive was implemented in order to
offer a high added value service to clients.

Achieved Results
Virtual Drive centralizes, contains and
offers indexation and search services to
each application of its clients.
The clients execute searches on metadata
and/or the content of scanned documents.
The clients define their own types of
documents, metadata and filters.

Search, process and analysis
of high-volume data in real time with the
Mototech Group Big Data platform.
The Business
GoMusic is a regional company dedicated to real time streaming
of concerts, shows and presentations through tablets, mobile
phones, desktop, console, smart TV, and VRin full VIVO, VOD
in HD quality and 360 audioplayback. Watch, enjoy and share
your music, where you want, how you want and when you want.
A multi-screen platform that provides high definition streaming
service to multiple screens for the distribution of content.

The Problem
The platform had been developed with a weak technology limiting
the users that could connect at once. Adding to that problem were
limits brought by the telecommunication companies, meaning
a great loss in both video and audio quality while using poor
bandwidth channels.

The Solution
The solution to the problem came with the development of a new
platform that enabled a substantial increase in the number of
users with no restriction amount. At the same an even greater
compression level in audio and video was achieved, ensuring the
highest quality delivered no matter the internet service issues.

Benefits
The Mototech Group app was an instant success, allowing for an unlimited increment in users
and the upload of all the content from the new content partners (Sony music, Warner music,
Universal and Virgin) and also new distribution partners (Movistar, Personal and Tigo.)
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